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										Zum Video
									

							
									Fully electric: customer crushes gravel with RM crusher using power from the grid

									100% electric crushing saves around 50% of energy costs and protects the environment. RM customer Welbers in Germany crushes up to 110 tons of gravel per hour with its RM 100GO! hybrid, fully electric, with mains connection. The family business also benefits from maximum flexibility.

								

														 
																							
									      
									
										
											
	
										

										Zum Video
									

							
									Your assistant for more profit – RM XSMART

									As RM’s digital technology platform developed in-house, it combines satellite-based location tracking and advanced telemetry with cloud-based software packages and mobile apps for the best possible connectivity. An integral component is the communication between machines, and also the communication between the operator and the machine.

								

														 
																							
									      
									
										
											
	
										

										Zum Video
									

							
									Fuel savings by RM NEXT Level Electrification

									In this application the RM Concept Scalping Screen is powered by the generator of the RM 90GO! impact crusher. The mobile scalping screen is working completely electric which enables the machine combo to save up to 30% fuel.
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	                        				Highest quality of end aggregate with RM 120X

									
								Australian company NTEX is specialized in resource recovery. Following the desire to stand out and get the best out of their work, NTEX acquired a RUBBLE MASTER crusher, RM 120X. Find out why it was a game changer and a great success for the company.
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									Hillhead 2024
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                                                                								Visit us from 25 to 27 June 2024 at the Hillhead Show in Buxton, UK (booth #J7). The UK's largest quarrying, construction and recycling exhibition.

														
							                                                                								
                                				
									RM ACADEMY TRAININGS
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                                                                								Technical trainings, after sales trainings, courses on spare parts or sales trainings – the RM Academy offers a wide range of free courses for dealers and customers.  Click HERE for more information.
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															                            					Change of management at RUBBLE MASTER

																					
											Gerald Hanisch is withdrawing from the operational business of the RM Group and focusing on his role as owner. Mr Hanisch is and will remain “Mr Rubble Master” and will continue to represent the RM Group and, as founder, be the face to the outside world. Günther Weissenberger will take his place as CEO with immediate effect. Rudolf Schöflinger will take on the role of CSO, and Bernhard Fischereder will join as CTO on 1 June, rounding off the management team.
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															                            					Product Champion Meeting LATAM

																					
											From February 28 to March 1, 2024, the Product Champions Meeting Latam took place in Playa del Carmen, Mexico. The meeting was a complete success and provided an excellent opportunity for our dealers from various Latin American countries to network and learn about the latest developments in our products.
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															                            					Recycling of slag & concrete

																					
											Pioneering application in Argentina: For 4 years now, the customer of RM dealer COVEMA S.A.C.I.F. has been crushing concrete and slag with the RM 100GO! crusher in a highly efficient and environmentally friendly manner.
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															                            					Impact crusher improves grain quality in southern France

																					
											Processing recycling material independently, flexibly and regardless of the location whilst obtaining high-quality final aggregate as a result. This was the requirement of a French customer of RM sales partner I.M.H. With the RM 90GO! crusher, including wind sifter, acquired for the first time in February, this is now a reality.
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															                            					RM crusher impresses Greek customer on a tight construction site

																					
											Manoeuvrable, mobile, easy to commission and environmentally friendly. These criteria were decisive for the recycling centre operator Solid Waste Recycling Company P.C. from Larisa, Greece, when purchasing their crusher for the first time from the Greek RM sales partner Helma SA. The RM 70GO! 2.0 was just what they needed.
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															                            					The VIRTUAL WORLD of the RM Group

																					
											During the pandemic, virtual 3D worlds were increasingly used to offer customers at least a virtual tour of the trade fair. These new 3D worlds will develop rapidly and will probably replace websites in the future, as they offer new possibilities for presentation and collaboration.

										
											
												Read more	
											
 			    	
										
 
									
 
														 
																			 
				
 
			
 
							
								
		 				
		
	
 

			

	
		
        

				
		
			
				
					
													
								RUBBLE MASTER HMH GMBH
			Im Südpark 196

A-4030 Linz

Österreich

Tel: +43 732 7371170

Email: [email protected]

RUBBLE MASTER WORLD
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FIND US ON
			🇺🇸 RUBBLE MASTER AMERICAS

🇨🇭 RUBBLE MASTER SCHWEIZ
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